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Uadvantage™ drives 20% paper savings
at large telecommunications company
Client

Opportunity
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Solution
The Unisource team consolidated and analyzed the financial information for the Client’s annual paper and printing
expenditures across all divisions. Based on this aggregate data, the team determined that the Uadvantage™
program could provide substantial savings. Uadvantage offers the only turnkey, web-based e-Procurement
platform to fully automate and control corporate print and paper procurement programs. Additionally, Unisource’s
strong partnerships and unrivaled mill network provide worldwide access to leading paper manufacturers.
With Uadvantage, the team was able to leverage the massive annual paper purchases to negotiate competitive,
below-market rates for paper while also adhering to established corporate environmental goals. The Uadvantage
program ultimately enabled the Client to gain control over its paper costs which was the largest raw material
expense for marketing-related initiatives.

Benefits
Through a detailed analysis of company-wide print expenditures, the Client gained knowledge and insight on the raw
material and vendor printing costs across the entire print supply chain. The Client also enhanced brand consistency
in paper-grade qualities, met targeted environmental goals, and achieved an annual paper savings of 20%.
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